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finally, it should be noted that the development of mame and mess is not entirely free; time
and labor can be donated through the mame foundation. the mame team would like to thank

our developers, volunteers, bug reporters, testers and of course the developers of mess.
without them, we would not have what we have today. if you feel like you are in a position to

contribute, you can contact us at mame@lists.sourceforge.net. we believe mame is free
software, but we have always been willing to license it under different licensing schemes. we

have never claimed that mame is open source, and we would like to clarify that we never
will. every time you visit the internet arcade on your browser, you will see different games

and game for your leisure. if you do not find the arcade game you are looking for, you can go
to the mame site and download the rom and play it on your system. it supports many games

and game modes such as arcade, street fighter, hyper sports, and many more. download
rom files of game and play it on your system. downloading the rom files is very easy, and the

games are compatible with most browsers. if you are looking for good game with high-
resolution graphics, then you should definitely go for it. mame is an emulator that gives you

the chance to play some classic arcade games such as, galaga, pacman, ms. pacman,
defender, maze madness, and many more. download the rom files of the games and install

them on your system. mame also supports many game modes such as arcade, coin-op, easy,
normal, and hard. mame has many unique features which makes the games exciting and

exciting to play.
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there are no real standards
to how the data for games
is laid out. in the original

days of arcade games, they
were simply a collection of
music, sound, images and
perhaps the basic behavior
of the game. games were

written to run on the system
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that they were designed for,
and there was very little
standardization. some

games, particularly on the
original 80s arcade

hardware, were designed
for a single color video

display, and did not play on
an older generation display.
currently, mame supports
arcade games from the
16-bit era (1980s and
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1990s) and original or
expanded versions of

classic arcade cabinet roms.
mame has a fairly

comprehensive listing of
roms, which include all of
the games in the archive.
the collection is organized
by year and platform, and
you can download roms for

multiple platforms using
multiple file types. there are
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multiple emulator program
versions for each of the

platforms, and with mame
you can select from several

different emulator
programs, including

picomame, mame32, mess,
and mess32. most game

titles have documentation,
but some are simply listed

as "a", "a2", etc. some titles
will have a box drawing, or
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a known picture of a game
box or cabinet, that will help

you identify the game.
gigamame is an acronym

for gateway internet game
arcade mache, and is a free
download program for the

intel-based operating
systems. it is based on the
mame software and allows
you to download roms for
the following platforms: to
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make use of the game roms
available, mame has a

software emulator as well
as a set of hardware

emulator hardware cards.
all of the original arcade

games have been recreated
in this emulator for play.
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